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BACKGROUND OIF THE INVENTION 

This version of the invention is concerned with 

the field of battery operated devices, which employs 

a system o-f »nw^iMM^gi«g the h»**M-i«»— irhile 

device is in use, therefore allowing the device to 

operate continuously. 

PRIOR ART 
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What Is needed therefore to overcome these 

limitations Is a way to replenish the batteries while 

the device isinnse, so that no interruption of the 

operation wonldbe needed for* recharging process. 
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December *7, 199^ U.S. Patent No. 4,677^62 

iB^paratas Pgr Storing And Charging A Re- 

cKargeable Electric Tool, issued to Lawrence SI. 

House, II and William H. O'Connor on January 30, 

1987. 
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is a continuing need for 2 

saLddeviceisused. Inthisrespect^the 

L of the inventio] 

. the conventional < 

; of the prior art, and in so doing provides; 

Additionally, the prior patents and coi 

techniques do not suggest the present inventive 

combination of component eliminates; 

The present invention achieves its intended 

hvions combination of met 

it elements, with the nse of; 

to manufacture, and by employing 
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The device also ixictades a fan that is driven by a 

pulleyandbeltdriiret andmeters switches and 

controls that are mounted on a control panel. Am the 

device is operated the motors transforms the 

electrical cnrrent from the batteries, into turning 

motion. The said taming motion is transmitted to a 

drive shaft via the chain and sprocket assemblies. 

The said turning motion from said shaft operates a 

fan, and both alternators simnltaneonsty. The fan 

blades causes the movement of air, while the 

alternators converts the said tnrning motion bach 

to electrical energy, which is then used to replenish 

the batteries. Am this process is repeated the device 

is kept in continuous operation. While some of the 

energy is lost due to friction, this is offset by the fact 

that both alternators together can produce xnore 

electrical energy than is needed to operate the 

device, hens the friction can be overcome. While the 

law of energy conversion states that one can only 

get as much energy out of a machine as is put into it, 

this system devises an exception to this rule. This is 

the device, and each 125-volt alternator can produce 

14.95-volts, this would mean we are using 24-volts 
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HflEy tevention, therefore, resides not 1A any one of 

these features per se, but rather In the particular 

combination of all of them herein disclosed. Xt is 

distinguished from the prior art in this particular 

combination of all of its structures for the 



embodiment of ike invention in detail, it is to 1 

understood that the invention is not limited to the 

details of construction, and to the arrangements, of 

the components, as set forth in the following 

invention is capable of other embodiments, 

being practiced and carried out in various ways. 

, it is to be understood that th< 
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Accordingly, it isanobject ofmyversionoffhe 

invention to provide a low-cost, easy-to- 
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For al>etternndergtanclfng ofthe invention, its 

operating advantages and the specific objects 

attained l*y its uses, references sKould toe made to 

time accompanying drawings, and descriptive 

embodiment of time invention. Time foregoing has 
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. applications of the prasent invention. 

*y other beneficial results eon t>e attained fey 

ition in a different 

% or Ivy modifying the invention within the 

i of the disclosure. Accordingly, other objects 

and a fuller understanding of the invention n* 

embodiment, in addition to the scope of the 

rentioi 
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instnot 

ater 40 to show battery 

condition, a 24-volt hour meter 41 to indicate ho 

> device has operated, a 24-volt 

tergency shut/off switch 43 to shut down devi< 

roUinstromentfose44 

rolt motor circuit breaker 45 A 69, s 

of 12-volt deep cycle batteries 48 & 48 A which 

-volt motors SO & SOAwhich are wired to 

in a counter clockwise rota 

rolt fuses 52 & 88, apairof 12-volt 

rhich are mounted on supports V 

latteries Bl A 

pulley belts 56 ^ 

alternator with pulley 58, and a pulley belt 57 

rhich is used with pulley 59 to drive fan assembly 

> The device 27 also includes a pair of 24-volt 

of 24-volt 

switches 66 & 86 which areusedto excite 

rolt lights 
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to* ordLerto achieve perpetual motion of device 2*7, 

the first As to achieve enough torque to move all the 

load and work to toe performed toy device 27, this 

can toe accomplished toy choosing a load torque ratio 
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Referring now to FIG. 1A, The position of all 

three cix^niite should Ibe noted as illustrated by the 

drawing, to prevent cross grounding. Wires 84, 

volt main and wire 85, 24-volt negative. Wire 96, 

12-volt positive and wire 97, I2-volt negative to 

alternator (AI). Wire98912-volt negative and wire 

99, 12-volt positive to alternator (A2). The 

sequence of operation are as following: ensure that 

motorCmi) by closing switch 64, the system should 

he put in motion, and fan blades 7<KFIG. X> should 

start rotating, and motor on light 60 should come 

on. After 60 seconds dose switch 92, motor <M2> 

should he put in motion and motor on light 94 

should come on. Next close switches 66 & 86, both 
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ready to replenish^ hatteries 48 & 48A on a as 

neededtiasis. The said action should selinmotion 

continual operation wi thou t need for a separate 

charging operation of device 279 as long as said 

device is in the on position, and ali component parts 

In order to shut-down device 2F7 in an 

emergency, close emergency switch 42(ES), next 

close all other switches* In a non-emergency 

alternators have completed a charging cycle, then 

dose emergency switch, then close all other 

switches. Device 27 for the purpose of this 

application is a manual device* It device 2TZ was an 

through a start-up and shut-dovm sequences. 
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74 

76      Horse Power Load Shaft 

78     Chain & Sprocket Assembly (CS1> 7-1 

78A Chain & Sprocket Assembly (CS2) 7-1 

24-VoK Hot Wtre 

12-Volt-lO-Amp Fuse (F) 

»2     24-Volt«0-Amp Motor On/Off Switch 

12-volt positive wire to (AJL> 

ia-Volt Negative Wire to (Al) 

mSS-volt Negative Wire to (A25> 

12-Volt Positive Wire to (A2) 


